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The energy, velocity, angle distribution of ions in magnetoactive electron cyclotron resonance
plasma have been studied with a two-dimension hybrid mode. The dependence of these distribution
functions versus position and pressure are discussed. Our simulation results are in good agreement
with many experimental measurements. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of electron cyclotron resonance~ECR!
plasma has received a great deal of attention in the mi
electronic fabrication for many years.1,2 Recently, one of the
most important issues is the behavior of ions which is
rectly related to the performance of plasma processing s
as dry etching, sputtering and film deposition, etc. For t
reason, ion energy, velocity distribution functions and te
perature have been investigated in detail experimentally.3–11

For example, Sadghiet al.3 reported a detailed measureme
of ion velocity distributions in both the source and reac
region in an ECR system. King and co-workers5 have inves-
tigated the ion energy distribution in two magnetic field co
figurations. These measurements are necessary for un
standing the evolution and uniformity of ion energy a
velocity distribution functions~IEDF and IVDF! from source
to downstream and how these functions are influenced
their dependence on the plasma parameters such as pre
power, position, magnetic field, etc. However, the corresp
dent theoretical and numerical research are very scarc
these aspects. Uhm and his collaborators12 pointed out theo-
retically that the full width of half-maximum~FWHM! of
IEDF is a decreasing function of the chamber pressu
Porteous13 and colleagues14,15 simulated the variation of ion
energy and impact angle distribution with radial position
but only at the bottom~substrate! surface. In this paper, we
follow the latter physical model to study the ions’ energ
velocity and angle distribution in the whole downstream. T
goal of this work is to understand the ions’ transport prop
ties from upstream to the substrate surface in the cham
We provide a brief review of the design features of the E
reactor and the physical model in Sec. II, followed by
discussion of our simulation results in Sec. III. The conc
sions are in Sec. IV.

II. THE DESIGN FEATURES AND PHYSICAL MODEL

A. The design features of the ECR reactor

A description of the ECR reactor has been giv
previously.14,15 The schematic diagram of the ECR syste

a!Electronic mail: jxma@lx04.mphy.ustc.edu.cn
b!Electronic mail: xwhu@lx04.mphy.ustc.edu.cn
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and magnetic field profile are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.
An 850 W microwave~2.45 GHz! was supplied to the
vacuum chamber~32 cm in diameter, 22 cm in length!
through a quartz window~24 cm in diameter!. For a compact
ECR reactor~the ratio of the source length to the chamber’s
1:4!, the resonant zone sites are on the top of the downstr
whose axial position is about 9–10 cm. The reactor walls
grounded except for the microwave dielectric window. A
gon gas is filled at 5 mTorr. The divergent magnetic fie
was established by two external coils.

B. Physical model

The characteristics of the physical model used in t
paper have been described in detail elsewhere13–15, so the
following description is quite brief.

1. Electron description

Electron is modeled as a fluid with mass conservatio

j e5m@ne¹f2¹~neTe!/e#, ~1!

¹• j e5Rion~ne ,ni ,n0!; ~2!

energy conservation

Q52kTe~ je2mne¹Te /e!, ~3!

¹•Q5Pecr1ej e•¹f2Ploss; ~4!

and Poisson equation

e0Df5e~ne2ni !, ~5!

where ne , ni , n0, f, Te , je , Q, m, Rion(ne ,ni ,n0), and
«0 are electron density, ion density, neutral density, elec
static potential, electron temperature, electron flux, elect
energy flux, mobility, ionization rate and permeability, r
spectively.Ploss5PI1PEX1PME1PEL , wherePI , PEX ,
PME , PEL are the power consumption for ionization, excit
tion, metastable excitation and elastic-neutral collision,
spectively. Their detail expressions can be found in Ref.
Pecr is the power input into electrons from microwave fiel
its self-consistent treatment would involve a full wave n
merical solution with proper boundary condition. This is n
our main issue in the present paper, so we just take it fr
experience as a formula such as in Ref. 13:Pecr

5 A@1.22(r /R)4#/(11$@B(r ,z)2B0#/(DB)%
2), whereR is
81(12)/7734/5/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the chamber radius,A is constant determined with norma
ization of total power input andB05950 G is the resonanc
magnetic field, andDB is 25 G.

2. Ion description

Ions are considered as individual particles and their
namic behaviors are described by combining a Partical
cell and Monte Carlo code in two spatial dimensions (r ,z)
and three velocity space dimensions(y r ,yu ,yz) when they
move into the applied magnetic field and self-consistent e
trostatic field. Ions are generated by the ionization or cha
exchange event. Ions created from the ionization event
have the background gas temperature and correspon
Maxwellian velocity distribution. Ions generated from th
ion-neutral collisions~only the charge exchange collision
considered! will possess the temperature and random ther
velocity of the neutral atom from which they were create
Fast neutrals created from charge exchange are not follo
further. Ion-ion and ion-electron collisions are ignored.

3. Boundary conditions

The sheath is assumed to be infinitesimally thin. T
potential discontinuity between plasma sheath and rea
wall is defined asDf5fs2fw . The magnitude of the
sheath potential jump discontinuity determines the mag
tudes of electron flux, electron energy flux and ion ene
impacted onto the wall. For collisionless sheath, the th

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the ECR system and magnetic field profi
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 12, 15 June 1997
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aspects mentioned depend on neither the sheath thick
nor the shape of the sheath potential profile, but only on
magnitude ofDf. In a Maxwellian electron velocity distri-
bution, the magnitude of the electron flux to the wall is

j ew5 1
4nesyes exp@~2eDf!/~kTes!#, ~6!

where Tes, nes and yes are electron temperature, electro
density, and average thermo-velocity at the plasma-sh
boundary, respectively. The electron energy flux is rep
sented analogously by

Qew5kTesj ew@21~eDf!/~kTes!#. ~7!

The second kind of boundary is of a dielectric wa
where the surface potential will float with respect to groun
The wall potentialfw is determined by the ion fluxj iw
(5 j ew) at each grid point of boundary as follows:

fw5fs1kTe /eln@4 j iw /~nesy th!#. ~8!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Many important plasma parameters can be obtai
from this simulation, such as plasma density, electron te
perature, plasma potential, ion current density into the w
etc. In this paper, the ion properties are our object of inter

The variations of plasma potential with radial position
different axial positions are given in Fig. 2. The plasma p
tential decreases with the increasing radial position at e
axial position. In addition, the radial electrostatic field d
creases with increasing axial position. The dependence o
density versus radial position at different axial positions
shown in Fig. 3. The ion density decreases as the radial
sition increases for a given positionz, and the axial density
gradient has an ascending negative value along the axia
sition. These results are useful to interpret the followi
ions’ performance.

.

FIG. 2. The variation of plasma potential with radial position at differe
axial positions:power5850 W,pressure55 mTorr.
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A. Ion energy distribution versus pressure at
substrate surface

Figure 4 shows the dependence of ion energy distri
tion versus pressure at substrate surface. As usual, the I
can be characterized by three parameters: the average
ergy, the probable energy and the FWHM energy. It can
seen that all three parameters increase with decreasing
sure. These trends are consistent with Uhm’s theoret
report12 and experimental measurement.5–8

When an ion injects into the substrate, its impact angl
generally not perpendicular to the surface. Defining the
impact radial pitch angle as arctg(y r /yz), the ion impact ra-
dial angle distributions for various pressures are plotted
Fig. 5. It is obvious from the graph that a lower pressu
results in a smaller FWHM of the distribution, although t
ion radial angles shift to higher values.

FIG. 3. The dependence of ion density vs radial position at different a
positions. The conditions are as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The dependence of ion energy distribution versus pressure at
strate surface.z522 cm, 12,r,14 cm.
7736 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 12, 15 June 1997
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B. Ion velocity distribution versus position z in the
downstream

In order to study the ion energy in more detail, the i
velocity distributions at different downstream positions we
investigated. We select five different grids~131 cm! along
the axial midplane (0,r,1 cm! to collect and analyse sta
tistically the ions information. Figure 6 shows the axial v
locity distribution at different positions in the downstream
As positionz increases,f (yz) shifts to higher velocity due to
the acceleration along an axial plasma electrostatic field,
the FWHMs of the distributions increase with the axial p
sitions.

Another attractive feature off (yz) is that their left~nega-
tive velocity! sides have almost no change along the ax
position. This could be understood as the ions are crea
from either ionization or charge exchange events in
model, the velocities of new born ions are very slow a

l

b-

FIG. 5. The ion impact radial angle distributions for various pressure
substrate surface. The positions are as given in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Thez-velocity distribution at different axial position (0,r,1 cm!
in the downstream. The conditions are as shown in Fig. 2.
Liu, Hu, and Wu
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random. At each time step of collecting the ions informatio
these new born ions still keep the new born distribution a
don’t undergo the electrostatic field acceleration, so the
sides of distribution remain unchanged. This result is qu
tatively in good agreement with those reported by Ki
et al.5 using LIF technique at smallz values under similar
operating conditions.

The dependence of radial and azimuthal velocity dis
butions on the axial positions are given in Figs. 7 and
respectively. Both the average velocity and the FWHM
each distribution decrease with increasing axial positions.
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the radial electrostatic fieldEr and
the density gradient¹ rni are a decreasing function with th
position z, and the magnetic field has the same variat
trend as Fig. 1~b!; meanwhile the axial electrostatic fieldEz

and the density gradient¹zni have the opposite tendency. S
the ion drift velocity resulted from theE3B and ¹ni3B
decrease as the axial position increases. Here we ana
quantitatively the azimuthal velocity of ions in detail. In th

FIG. 7. Ther -velocity distribution at different axial position (0,r,1 cm!
in the downstream. The conditions are as given in Fig. 2.

FIG. 8. Theu-velocity distribution at different axial positions (0,r,1 cm!
in the downstream. The conditions are as shown in Fig. 2.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 12, 15 June 1997
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existence of the electrostatic field and density gradient,
ion rotation velocity aroundB can be given by:16

yu5E3B/B22¹p3B/eniB
25ye1yd,

where¹p5kT¹ni represents the effect of ion pressure g
dient, andye,yd are theE3B drift, the diamagnetic drift
induced by the ion density gradient respectively. Accord
to the mentioned formula and using the data in Figs. 2 an
the theoretical average rotation velocitiesyu are 20.8, 19.8,
19.1 and 16.1 m/s at axial positions of 9.5, 12.5, 15.5, 1
cm, respectively. In our simulation, the ion azimuthal velo
ties calculated from the IVDFs are 25.25, 12.66, 4.867,3
m/s corresponding to the four regions in Fig. 6. So the sim
lation results are consistent qualitatively with theoretical c
culations. The discrepancies between them are caused b
following factors:

~1! The yu doesn’t represent completely in line the ion az
muthal velocity because the ions don’t confine well
the magnetic field as electrons, especially in the case
weak field.

~2! The effect of the ion-neutral collisions are ignored in t
theoretical description.

Another important and interesting result is that the IVD
is nearly isotropic in the top of the downstream~close to
resonant zone!, compared with Figs. 6, 7, and 8, but as t
z increases, the IVDF becomes anisotropic. Note that
type of our ECR reactor is a compact one, its resonant reg
sites on the top of the downstream~about 9–10 cm in the
axial position!. The ionization rate and the ion density ha
their maximum at this region, so the high frequency of io
neutral collisions tends to randomize the ion energy, so
ion velocity is isotropic. As the axial position increases, t
z direction distributed plasma potential will accelerate t
ions, and at the same time, both the rate of charge-excha
collisions and ionizations decrease rapidly, so the IVDF
comes more and more anisotropic.

FIG. 9. The dependence of radial angle distribution on the axial posi
(0,r,1 cm!. The conditions are as given in Fig. 2.
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C. Ion angle distribution versus position z in the
downstream

The ion radial and azimuthal pitch ang
@arctg(y r /yz), arctg(yu /yz)# distributions versus positionz
in the downstream are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectiv
On the top of the downstream~close to resonant region!,
both the radial and azimuthal angle are diffusive. This can
considered as another argument of isotropic IVDF. As
axial position increases, the proportions of small angle
come dominant. It can be deduced that the ion motion w
converge in the axial direction in transportation from u
stream to the downstream.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented the study of the ions’ energy, ve
ity and angle distribution as a function of position and pr
sure in the whole downstream. The main results are give
the following five aspects:

~1! The FWHM of the ion energy and angle distributio
on the substrate surface is a decreasing function of the
tral pressure.

~2! The z-directed velocity distributions is a broadenin
distribution along the axial position, but their left sides of t
distribution remain unchanged.

FIG. 10. The dependence of azimuthal angle distribution on the axial p
tion(0,r,1 cm!. The conditions are as shown in Fig. 2.
7738 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 12, 15 June 1997
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~3! The average velocity and the FWHM ofr -directed
and u-directed velocity distributions decrease with increa
ing downstream positions.

~4! At the resonant regions, the IVDF is nearly isotrop
As the downstream position increases, the IVDF becom
anisotropic.

~5! In the resonant zone, both the radial and azimut
angle are diffusive. As the axial position increases, the p
portion of small angle becomes dominant. This means
ion motion will converge to the axial direction in transport
tion from upstream to the downstream.
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